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                  Empowering Excellence

                    Join us in our mission to empower the world to deliver better service.


                  
                  
                    Get a freight quote
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                Smart businesses 
use us.

            

            
                Cutting-edge freight solutions, warehousing, distribution, freight forwarding, customs clearance... our pick-up game is strong.

                
                  REQUEST A PICK UP
                
            

        

    






















  
    Where are you heading? Let’s get you there.
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					      Where the hell is my shipment?

                We use live tracking technology so we know where your shipment is, kind of like the NSA if the NSA only spied on itself. 

                

  						  
  							instantly track your shipment
  						  
                
                
                SUBMIT A MANUAL TRACKING REQUEST
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					      I want to talk to a human

                Our humans are always eager to strike up a conversation, it's like they have a sixth sense for knowing when the phone will ring.
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					      I need a quote

                “True terror is to wake up one morning and discover that your highschool class is running the country.” - Kurt Vonnegut. Oh, you meant the other kind of quote. Remind us to fire our copywriter.
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                REQUEST A QUOTE THROUGH YOUR PORTAL
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					      I need to get my shipment picked up

                Ready to send that shipment on its way to greatness? Just fill out our super-duper-easy form or log into your portal like a pro and watch us work our magic!

                

  						  
  							enter shipment into your portal
  						  
                
                
                SUBMIT A MANUAL PICK UP REQUEST
                
                
            


				  




            

            
            
    













































 





















You Rock, We Roll.

We're a 10-star freight provider for shipments between Canada and: 

	
California


	
Texas


	
Oregon


	
Arizona


	
Nevada


	
Oklahoma


	
Colorado




See our departure schedule ➝





































  
    
    
      Numbers Don't Lie

      thousands of shippers are experiencing on-time delivery, zero damages, and the best service in the industry
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      					     98%

                     on-time performance
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      					     0.01%

                     damage rating
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  					            Athalmer, BC

                        "Since our company switched to Moto we have found booking/quotes and the whole shipping process to be that much easier. So happy to have spent the past year with them and hoping for many more to come. The staff are very professional and are great to deal with. Always going above and beyond for our shipping needs."

                        
                            Chelsea H, Georgetown, ON

                        

                  


              

  				  

            
          
              
              
  					  
              

  					   
                 
  					            Corona, CA

                        "I appreciate the high quality level of service. I get calls from other places wanting my Canada shipments. I just tell them I got a place that gives great service and incredibly fast transit times."

                        
                            - Chris  S, Corona, CA

                        

                  


              

  				  

            
          
              
              
  					  
              

  					   
                 
  					            Burnaby, BC

                        "We've scheduled two shipments in the last month and the service has been outstanding. Thorough quotes and follow-up and shipments have been delivered in a timely manner. Great pricing as well. 5* Company to Work with."

                        
                            Ashleigh T, Vancouver, BC

                        

                  


              

  				  

            
          
              
              
  					  
              

  					   
                 
  					            Calgary, AB

                        “Thank you so much for your assistance coordinating our last order from California. We were very impressed by how well every department at Moto Transportation worked together to execute a timely delivery.”

                        
                            - Tagne Grant, Vancouver, BC

                        

                  


              

  				  

            
          
              
              
  					  
              

  					   
                 
  					            Kamloops, BC

                        “You guys made this the easiest transaction, did not wait for my email to get it done. I'm dropping my current carrier for you guys.”

                        
                            -Mike C,  Kamloops, BC

                        

                  


              

  				  

            
          
              
              
  					  
              

  					   
                 
  					            Vancouver, BC

                        “Your team's service was exceptional.”

                        
                            - Jenny, Vancouver, BC

                        

                  


              

  				  

            
          
              
              
  					  
              

  					   
                 
  					            Delta, BC

                        "This is an incredibly wonderful transportation company to work with. Their services are impeccable, easy access to online account and quotations, very responsive to inquiries, easy views of all customs docs, transit times, rates and many more."

                        
                            Lawrence D, Delta, BC

                        

                  


              

  				  

            
          
              
              
  					  
              

  					   
                 
  					            Nanaimo, BC

                        "I want to thank you and the Moto team for making this happen flawlessly. Job well done!"

                        
                            - Graeme C, Nanaimo, BC

                        

                  


              

  				  

            
          
      

    


























  
    
  







    
        
            Extra strength shipping relief.

            no side effects.

            
              get it now
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            Head Office

            
              (604) 757 2441 

              info@shipmoto.com

              Moto Transportation Services Corp.

              15300 Croydon Drive, Suite 300

              Surrey, BC V3Z 0Z5
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